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This metaphysical survival guide is a self-help manual that encourages body, mind, and
spirit to leap joyfully into the Golden Age of Enlightenment. Survival Manual for the
Modern Mystic answers dozens of questions challenging today’s thinkers about the
predictions of the Mayan Calendar—which is understood to “end” on December 21,
2012. • What’s next? • Will there be survivors? • How can you prepare and care for
loved ones and yourself during the birthing of the New Age? • Are all humans going to
be at risk at the end of civilization as we know it? • How can you be of service to
humanity during the transition from the Kali Yuga Age into the Golden Age of
Enlightenment? Survival Manual for the Modern Mystic teaches essential metaphysical
survival tools for the twenty-first century. Author Linda Silk shares her own experiences
and offers practical and spiritual information, as well as reliable approaches, to help you
become a successful participant in the new Golden Age. With each chapter, measure
your personal growth of body, mind, and spirit. Implement specific survival tools—and
find yourself not merely surviving, but instead vibrating with the realization of how loving
and powerful you are as a Modern Mystic. Learn how to become the New World and
Golden Age change that you have been waiting for. Now more than ever, the Modern
Mystic’s duty is to: think sustainably, act locally, support globally, and respond
universally.
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"This book contains a collection of songs both Indian and English and some selected
hymns. Indian songs and hymns are followed by English translations"-- Page (i).
V.C. Kondappa Was A School Teacher At Bukkapatnam Higher Elementary School.
Little Sathyanarayana Raju Was His Student! It Was Kondappa'S Great Fortune To
Hear The Story Of Shirdi Sai As Narrated By Sathya Sai, One Night, In Puttaparthi And
He Received Darshan Of The Shirdi Form. Kondappa Recorded This Narration By
Sathya Sai In The Original Telugu And Got It Published In 1944. Read This Thrilling
Narrative In Its First English Translation!
A vast and diversified religious movement originating from Sai Baba of Shirdi, is often
referred to as "the Sai Baba movement." Through the chronological presentation of Sai
Baba's life, light is shed on the various ways in which the important guru figures in this
movement came to be linked to the saint of Shirdi.
It is impossible to pen the life of Baba. Its subtleties are beyond human ken. He often
exhorts us, ‘Don’t try to analyse Me, experience Me instead; dive deep into My life,
and therein you will find pearls of supreme wisdom which you can use in your daily
life.’ This was one endeavour which was a regular feature at the Sri Sathya Sai Hostel,
Prasanthi Nilayam – writing students’ experiences with Baba and sharing through them
the lessons for life that they have learnt. Through these writings by the students and
staff, emerged facets of His personality, which have struck them the most, and
transformed their lives forever – His love, grace, grandeur, charisma, message and
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mission. The ‘Sai Chandana’ magazine started in 1984. Named by Baba Himself, it is
an in-house Hostel Magazine offered by the Hostel students and staff to Him, every
quarter. It typically consists of the experiences of students and staff (in English, Hindi,
Telugu and Sanskrit), in the form of articles and poems, and even colourful sketches of
Bhagavan and other deities of the Sanatana Dharma. The best of these articles were
selected and published in a book form every five years titled ‘Sai Nandana’. This Book
is a compilation of the articles written and published by the students of the Sri Sathya
Sai Hostel at Prasanthi Nilayam on the occasion of the 60th Birthday of Baba in
November 1985. The Book was a limited copy edition. By and large, the students
whose articles were published in the issue would receive a gift copy from the Hostel as
a prize for their writing skills. The devotees, who would throng to Prasanthi Nilayam on
the occasion, would be lucky enough to get a copy for themselves from the Mandir
book shop, for students’ experiences with Swami are something that everyone wants
to read. Luckily, a copy was given to the libraries of each of the Hostels and even to the
Central Library of the Institute at the Prasanthi Nilayam Campus. Those students who
joined the Institute in recent years, were unaware of these early issues. Recently, they
happened to come across some of these old copies in the Central Library at the
Prasanthi Nilayam Campus of the Institute. When they opened the issues, they found
articles by many illustrious alumni, who are today in prominent positions in eminent
organisations across the globe. When they were students, they had shared their
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experiences with Baba in the Sai Nandana issues. And in all the articles was found the
same Love Story between Baba and His students continuing year after year, batch after
batch, decade after decade – the silent story of inner transformation of students through
His Darshan, Sparshan, Sambhashan, Anugraham and Aashirwadam. Sai Publications
thought that it was the right time to bring forth all these issues into the public domain,
and once again, make it available for all the alumni, students and staff of Sri Sathya Sai
Educational Institutions, and to the large Sai family of devotees across the continents,
to read and reminisce the golden days which the students spent with Swami during
their stay in this hallowed Institution. Since e-books are the most preferred format in
contemporary times, the Book has been made available in various e-formats, which are
compatible with different software. This would give the readers an opportunity to read
an experience a day, while they are travelling to office or returning therefrom, waiting
for a meal or winding up after a long day’s work, and help them get soaked in the joy of
those moments of a bygone and glorious era! The Book has also been made colourful
by including photos of Baba and students relevant to the experience shared in each
article. Through this endeavour Sai Publications bring before the readers 60 precious
articles containing experiences of students and staff over three decades ago – indeed,
a treasure house of Divine Grace and proximity between the Baba and His students.
This book examines Sai Baba of Shirdi from the standpoint of Islamic mysticism - the
Deccani Sufism of 19th century Maharashtra - in order to resolve the mystery
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surrounding the saint. Two new pieces of work are used in this book. First, Dr Warren
elucidates the English translation of part of the works of some 17th and 18th century
Maharashtrian Sufi poet-saints. Secondly, she includes the English translation of the
previously untranslated Urdu notebook, jotted down by Abdul - Sai Baba's faqiri pupil from teachings based on the Qur'an given to him by his pir Sai Baba. Both of these
contributions allow us to look into a world hitherto closed, and expand our awareness of
the famous miracle-worker of Shirdi.
The Akshaya Patra series is written as a book to augment books of philosophical
inquiry; and to assist true inquiry in such a way, so as to inspire the Mysteries that
unfold on the path of initiation. Let us begin by breaking bread together, by this first
step, that we may destroy the tome of ignorance with that first principle in prayer
saying; “A house that is loved is always satisfied.” This house is the Temple of Self;
inspired by life and the touch of nature, the Akshaya Patra throughout is filled with inner
depth and determination. These first works of the Akshaya Patra, were inspired by, and
dedicated to, Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba, whose influence was, and still is, too vast
for words; and whose love has satisfied the genius in this Tomb and Tome of Time.
This first book of Volume ONE, here printed in color as Volume ONE Book ONE Part
TWO continues, with the features of introductory, for taking the earliest footsteps, on
the path of sacred life; dedicated to Self-Transformation. As a Tree of Knowledge is
planted, its roots fan out thru many traditions, and its branches stretch to provide
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shelter and protection over all. Its leaves call for all to come and take their share of
comfort beneath the shadows in its shade; delighted and lighted by the sun by day, and
with night fascinated to discover the ringlets of the moon and stars that gave first light in
the residence of space. We are THAT Time, we are that Space; we are that
Consciousness. “Tat Twam Asi”... the pursuant in pursuant search, in the sea, of
supreme reality. Self- Mastery is a personal journey and there is only one friend; and
that is the sacred messenger, who comes to life as the resident within. There are many
years involved in coming to this writing of the Akshaya Patra Series. The examinations
here have taken us to this first place in the writing; that is nothing more than the
satisfaction of ethical journey, working forward from the true beginning. There are many
more volumes and books to follow for us, in order to reach our destination in this vast
work of self-transformation. Are we ready? Are we deserving? We have been fooled by
fools maybe, and we are, or are we, the fools to dream that we are more than this fool
we have come to be. We come to this knowing that we have not come to terms with our
true identity. Maybe we have fed ourselves unwisely, and only broken bread that is dry,
tasteless, and come unsatisfied, from drink before a shallow empty well. The Akshaya
Patra Volume ONE Book ONE; entitled Manasa Bhajare: Worship in the Mind; means
to satisfy. The Mind will be the first portal passed; before transitioning thru its own death
and resurrection. It is here in this first book of Volume ONE that we are first entertained;
breaking down our traditions that take shape into something immaterial but tangible. In
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all, Volume ONE alone will consist of nine books. More to be published. This is Book
ONE. This color edition is Part TWO of three Parts. Seven Volumes are written and
every day these are maturing waiting for release. Currently there are hiding behind this
Volume ONE Book ONE about 17 books written... It is to unfold the culmination of a
lifetime of work. Each Volume evolves thru seven stages of Initiation; as if passing thru
seven days labor on the path towards liberation. In this it is like the Bhagavata.
This is the biography of Professor N. Kasturi, the chosen biographer of Bhagawan Sri Sathya
Sai Baba. This book is his autobiography, his story, his journey to the feet of the Lord,
Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba. In his own words, "Each of us has to live the volume of
biography, which we bring with us, as often as we are born, page after page, chapter after
chapter, howsoever punctuated with dots and dashes, interrogations and exclamations,
commas and colons, until the sentence ends ultimately with a Full Stop. But, luckily, I have as
my inseparable companion and counsel, Bhagawan Himself; He dots the i’s and crosses the
t’s as I live the lines on every page. He has made the Book of Life, my biography –
momentous and meaningful for me. I must, however, confess that I do not deserve this book
on me, by me. There are, I know, millions, who are absorbing the Love of the Living Loving
God much deeper, who can, therefore, stand forth as messengers of His Love. They can lead
the unloved and the unloving with surer and firmer steps, to the Presence of the Redeemer,
the Comforter, the Saviour, the Avatar, the Sai. Nevertheless, when Bhagawan manifested a
faint, favourable interest, when someone ventured to whisper to me in His Presence, that a
bunch of my reminiscences may be welcomed by many, I was promoted by that smile to
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embark on this audacious adventure. My memory assumed the role of Chief Editor and hence,
the chronicle suffers from imperfect chronology. Since the four parts of “Sathyam Sivam
Sundram” relate most of that I have yearned to communicate, this book has become a
personal testament, often perhaps too personal to be tolerated, for which act of indiscretion, I
ask for pardon. Flattery is the food of fools, say those, who are denied that pabulum. I dare not
deny my taste, for I have been fooled by flatterers, who threw appellations like poet, scholar,
linguist, humourist, philosopher, and even ant-hill sage! Please dear reader, remember that I
am struggling my best to eliminate the poison of the ego and sympathise with me, whenever
you find the reptile raising its hood between the lines of this book. A few ‘old students’ of my
classes at the University, my grandson, his wife, and a few brothers at Prasanthi Nilayam
demanded that I should not give up the work and insisted on the completion of the book. As a
result, this book, ‘Loving God’ is now placed at the Feet of the Lord and on the palms of
those, who live in the Love of the Lord. Jai Sai Ram."
Acclaimed travel writer and self-described 'spiritual nomad', Bill Aitken tells us why so many royalty, wealthy industrialists, influential politicians, as well as the poor - flock to Puttaparthi to
see Sai Baba.
The study of New Religious Movements (NRMs) is one of the fastest-growing areas of religious
studies, and since the release of the first edition of The Oxford Handbook of New Religious
Movements in 2003, the field has continued to expand and break new ground. In this all-new
volume, James R. Lewis and Inga B. Tøllefsen bring together established and rising scholars
to address an expanded range of topics, covering traditional religious studies topics such as
"scripture," "charisma," and "ritual," while also applying new theoretical approaches to NRM
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topics. Other chapters cover understudied topics in the field, such as the developmental
patterns of NRMs and subcultural considerations in the study of NRMs. The first part of this
book examines NRMs from a social-scientific perspective, particularly that of sociology. In the
second section, the primary factors that have put the study of NRMs on the map, controversy
and conflict, are considered. The third section investigates common themes within the field of
NRMs, while the fourth examines the approaches that religious studies researchers have taken
to NRMs. As NRM Studies has grown, subfields such as Esotericism, New Age Studies, and
neo-Pagan Studies have grown as distinct and individual areas of study, and the final section
of the book investigates these emergent fields.
This book is a comprehensive and uptodate research review of all the significant writings and
research contributions of Sai Devotee-writers, and scholars of Religion, philosphers,
sociologists, psychologists and psychiatrists, educationists, management scientists,physical
scientists and medical scientists who have come closer to Baba and studied his unique divine
personality as Avatar, his teachings, his miracles, his charisma, his global activities and his
enchanting and soothing utopia for the distressed mankind.
Responding to the yearnings of the people of East Africa for His grace, Bhagawan Sri Sathya
Sai Baba made a divine visit to that place by leaving Mumbai on 30th June, 1968. Sri. N.
Kasturi, who was one of the fortunate few to have basked in His divine sunshine during that
visit, has brought out this booklet, 'The Light Of Love', in two parts. In the first part, he has
given a vivid narration of the places graced by Bhagawan, covering the whole tour, starting
from the gathering at Mumbai airport, on 30th June, 1968, till Bhagawan's return on 15th June,
1968, before an assembly of 20,000 eagerly awaiting devotees, including Dr. K. M. Munshi, at
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the same airport. The author has narrated the tour in such a way that the reader can have the
feeling of having visited the places with Bhagawan. The author has also given a couple of
responses received from the people of that region, after the return of Bhagawan, to show how
Bhagawan's divine visit had impressed that people of East Africa. The second part consists of
seven discourses that Bhagawan gave in Nairobi, Kampala and one interactive session with
the fortunate lawyers, doctors, Rotarians, and Lion club members of that place and during
which Bhagawan was kind enough to answer and clear their doubts.
About the Book “First I give you what you want so that gradually you will want what I have
really come to give you– Liberation itself!” The vast number of visitors from all over the world,
from all walks of life and all faiths has been converging at Prasanthi Nilayam in a remote region
of Southern India just to have a glimpse of a Holy man, Sri Sathya Sai Baba, the Avatar of the
present Age. Royalty, Heads of State, Politicians, Industrialists, Judges, Priests, Doctors, Army
Generals, Scientists, Actors, Cricketers, Teachers, Students, General Public - all congregate at
this Abode of Supreme Peace. His Ashram resembles a mini United Nations of spiritual
seekers, with groups of foreign devotees wearing different coloured scarves for country-wise
identification. The book contains dramatic eye-witness accounts of extraordinary Sai
phenomena and the wonders taking place in Sai Baba’s Ashram. Never before in the history
of the world have there been so many indications of the descent of the Full Avatar in human
form. The miracles of Krishna and Jesus must be taken on trust and faith; those of Sri Sathya
Sai Baba you can see for yourself. The author describes the various ways how Sri Sathya Sai
Baba is transforming humanity; discusses the factors on which his devotees base their belief in
him; outlines his Mission and explains how he is achieving it. The danger from which Man has
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to be rescued has never been so great and the evil over the Earth never so pronounced as
now. Sathya Sai Baba’s Mission starts with nothing less than the transformation of humanity;
to reinstate the supremacy of the spirit over matter and offer liberation itself! Sathya Sai Baba
is short in stature, has a huge halo of hair on his head, wears an orange robe, walks as though
his feet are gliding on the floor, displays a majestic grace, works all day long but at the same
time maintains an austere life style. He is a fountain of knowledge although he has never read
any books; he speaks in the most profound way with remarkable clarity and spontaneity, as he
has no need to think; he always gives discourses impromptu, as he has no need of any notes
or preparation; he replies to searching questions by scientists, theologians and other
intellectuals with a ready and spontaneous answer on any subject. This Avatar never engages
in any spiritual practice: does no Japa, or reciting the holy name; no Dhyana, or meditating;
and no Yoga, practising union with God. He knows no worship or prayer, for He is the Highest.
He only teaches you to worship and pray. The Rishis and Saints of yore evolved through
spiritual practice to high levels of consciousness and God realization to ascend heavenwards.
The Avatar, by contrast, is already born fully divine and descends downwards. His
humanitarian projects are unique like his Schools and Universities that provide free education;
world-class Super-Specialty Hospitals in rural areas that provide free treatment to one and all;
and massive water systems that provide drinking water to millions of people in drought-prone
districts, all established in record time. Sathya Sai Baba’s Global Education Programme based
on human values aims to bring about worldwide social transformation, reduce strife and
turmoil, and unite mankind to live as one family in peace and harmony. The author describes
the worldwide Sai Movement, with special reference to Latin America where the Sai Spirit has
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spread like wild fire, crossing the barriers of language, religion and culture.
Addressing a mammoth gathering at Gudur some years ago, Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba
said, “You will not be wrong, if you call Me Prema-Swaroopa.” In fact, Baba showers Prema
(Love), seeks Prema, and establishes Prema in the heart of the individual, the fabric of society,
and the complex of nations. Humanity, which has lost its way and is shivering in terror, unable
to control the evil that it has generated by its insane pranks, needs Baba’s Grace and Prema,
to allay its neurosis and bring it back to the Light. Baba had said twenty-two years ago that He
would inaugurate His Task of recreating and reforming Man on the true basis of Dharma, when
He should have completed thirty-two years of stay here upon the Earth. In 1958, when He
reached that moment, He blessed the venture of a monthly magazine and He named it
Sanathana Sarathi, a name full of the fragrance of the Gita and the Lord’s Role as the
Charioteer of whoever selects Him as the Guide. It is significant that the very first series of
articles that Baba wrote for the Sanathana Sarathi was Prema Vahini. These discourses are
collected in this book, as they were first presented, in English translation. Sathya (truth),
Dharma (righteousness, code of duties, essential nature of a being or thing), Shanti (peace),
and Prema (Love) are the Four Pillars of the new World of the Sai Era and under Baba’s
guidance, humanity has to discover Shanti, through Prema. For that task, this book will be of
great help. While reading it, you are in touch with the very source of Prema. While translating
its message into action, you are visibly led on by the Grace of the Lord Himself and while
enjoying the thrill of Sadhana (spiritual practice) prescribed here, you are responding to the
majesty of the very Ocean of Mercy.

00 In this comparative study of three modern religious movements, Lawrence A.
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Babb argues that thematic continuities exist between traditional Hinduism and its
widely divergent modern expressions. In this comparative study of three modern
religious movements, Lawrence A. Babb argues that thematic continuities exist
between traditional Hinduism and its widely divergent modern expressions.
Examines the key role of a hagiographer within a charismatic religious
movement. In this biographical study, Antonio Rigopoulos explores the
fundamental role of a hagiographer within a charismatic religious movement: in
this case, the postsectarian, cosmopolitan community of the Indian guru Sathya
Sai Baba. The guru’s hagiographer, Narayan Kasturi, was already a
distinguished litterateur by the time he first met Sathya Sai Baba in 1948. The
two lived together at the guru’s hermitage more or less continuously from 1954
up until Kasturi’s death, in 1987. Despite Kasturi’s influential hagiography,
Sathyam Sivam Sundaram, little scholarly attention has been paid to the
hagiographer himself and his importance to the movement. In detailing Kasturi’s
relationship to Sathya Sai Baba, Rigopoulos emphasizes that the hagiographer’s
work was not subordinate to the guru’s definition of himself. Rather, his
discourses with the holy man had a reciprocal and reinforcing influence, resulting
in the construction of a unified canon. Furthermore, Kasturi’s ability to perform a
variety of functions as a hagiographer successfully mediated the relationship
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between the guru and his followers. Drawing on years of research on the
movement as well as interviews with Kasturi himself, this book deepens our
understanding of this important pan-Indian figure and his charismatic religious
movement. Antonio Rigopoulos is Professor of Sanskrit Language and Literature
at the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, Italy. His previous books include The Life
and Teachings of Sai Baba of Shirdi and Datt?treya: The Immortal Guru, Yogin,
and Avat?ra: A Study of the Transformative and Inclusive Character of a Multifaceted Hindu Deity, both published by SUNY Press.
There Is No Stepping Down In Your Godward March. It Is A Continuous Journey
Through Day And Night, Through Hill And Dale. Where The Road Ends, God Is
Attained And The Pilgrim Finds That He Has Travelled From Himself To Himself.
No Matter Where You Go, Always Know That I Will Be There, Inside You,
Guiding You Every Step Of The Way. In The Years To Come, You Will
Experience Me In Different Manifestations Of My Form. You Are My Very Own,
Dearer Than Dear To Me. I Will Protect You As The Eyelids Protect The Eyes.
Baba An Inspiring Book By An Ardent Sai Devotee And A Must For All Devotees.
Bhagavan Sathya Sai Baba has been a name to conjure with in different parts of
the world. An enchanting bhajan composer and singer, a world teacher, and
unexcelled educator of the vital, a Yogishwara pressing an amazing variety of
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talent and capacity into service for the fulfillment of his mission, a kalpataru or a
wish-fulfilling tree for his devotees, the very avatar of Love, the voice of one’s
own innermost heart speaking to each individual externally, a universal presence
to be felt and known, a promoter of the unity of world religions and of a
philosophy that embraces Matter and Spirit and the inaugurator of a new social
order, he is easily the most colourful and many faceted prophet that modern India
has produced. Several antinomies meet and mingle and are reconciled in his
personality - the most significant pair being one of Solitude and Multitude.
Thousands of Sathya Sai Baba Samitis function in all parts of India and there are
hundreds of them in the U.S.A., U.K., and several other parts of the world.
Crowds collect in their lakhs to hear him in India. What is the secret of this
charismatic power that Bhagavan Baba wields wherever he goes? Baba declared
in the Sri Sathya Sai World Conference held in Bombay in 1968 that the mission
for which he has come is the spiritual regeneration of India and of the mankind
through her. And he has said that he will not cease from his labours till his
mission is fulfilled.
A Beautiful And Soul-Stirring Experience, That Is What Shakuntala Balu'S
Encounter With Living Divinity, Is All About. Much Acclaimed, This Is One Of The
Earlier Ones On Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba, Where The Author Documents
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In Her Inimitable Style The Enchanting Experiences Of Several Old Devotees Of
The Divine Master.
It is impossible to pen the life of Baba. Its subtleties are beyond human ken. He
often exhorts us, ‘Don’t try to analyse Me, experience Me instead; dive deep
into My life, and therein you will find pearls of supreme wisdom which you can
use in your daily life.’ This was one endeavour which was a regular feature at the
Sri Sathya Sai Hostel, Prasanthi Nilayam – writing students’ experiences with
Baba and sharing through them the lessons for life that they have learnt. Through
these writings by the students and staff, emerged facets of His personality, which
have struck them the most, and transformed their lives forever – His love, grace,
grandeur, charisma, message and mission. The ‘Sai Chandana’ magazine
started in 1984. Named by Baba Himself, it is an in-house Hostel Magazine
offered by the Hostel students and staff to Him, every quarter. It typically consists
of the experiences of students and staff (in English, Hindi, Telugu and Sanskrit),
in the form of articles and poems, and even colourful sketches of Bhagavan and
other deities of the Sanatana Dharma. The best of these articles were selected
and published in a book form every five years titled ‘Sai Nandana’. This Book is
a compilation of the articles written and published by the students of the Sri
Sathya Sai Hostel at Prasanthi Nilayam on the occasion of the 75th Birthday of
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Baba in November 2000. The Book was a limited copy edition. By and large, the
students whose articles were published in the issue would receive a gift copy
from the Hostel as a prize for their writing skills. The devotees, who would throng
to Prasanthi Nilayam on the occasion, would be lucky enough to get a copy for
themselves from the Mandir book shop, for students’ experiences with Swami
are something that everyone wants to read. Luckily, a copy was given to the
libraries of each of the Hostels and even to the Central Library of the Institute at
the Prasanthi Nilayam Campus. Those students who joined the Institute in recent
years, were unaware of these early issues. Recently, they happened to come
across some of these old copies in the Central Library at the Prasanthi Nilayam
Campus of the Institute. When they opened the issues, they found articles by
many illustrious alumni, who are today in prominent positions in eminent
organisations across the globe. When they were students, they had shared their
experiences with Baba in the Sai Nandana issues. And in all the articles was
found the same Love Story between Baba and His students continuing year after
year, batch after batch, decade after decade – the silent story of inner
transformation of students through His Darshan, Sparshan, Sambhashan,
Anugraham and Aashirwadam. Sai Publications thought that it was the right time
to bring forth all these issues into the public domain, and once again, make it
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available for all the alumni, students and staff of Sri Sathya Sai Educational
Institutions, and to the large Sai family of devotees across the continents, to read
and reminisce the golden days which the students spent with Swami during their
stay in this hallowed Institution. Since e-books are the most preferred format in
contemporary times, the Book has been made available in various e-formats,
which are compatible with different software. This would give the readers an
opportunity to read an experience a day, while they are travelling to office or
returning therefrom, waiting for a meal or winding up after a long day’s work, and
help them get soaked in the joy of those moments of a bygone and glorious era!
The Book has also been made colourful by including photos of Baba and
students relevant to the experience shared in each article. Through this
endeavour Sai Publications bring before the readers 75 precious articles
containing experiences of students and staff over three decades ago – indeed, a
treasure house of Divine Grace and proximity between the Baba and His
students.
Sri Sathya Sai Baba : A LifePenguin Books India
This Book Is A Compilation Of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba's Significant Statements On
Individual Subjects. More Than 1100 Such Subjects Have Been Identified And The Definitive
Statements Of Sri Sathya Sai Baba Are Quoted With Relevant Documentation Of Their
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Sources. The Special Merit Of The Compilation Is That Recently Published Statements Are
Preferred. The Subjects Are Presented In Alphabetical Order To Facilitate Easy Reference. A
Sanskrittoenglish Glossary Is Also Appended. This Is An Invaluable Resource Book Of Baba'S
Teachings Placed At The Service Of The Students, Teachers, Research Scholars, Study
Groups And Casual Readers.
Desert Wisdom brings us back to the realization that we are not separate from God or from
one another. We are at a new frontier where it is time to weave East with West and spirit with
matter. Author Vasantha Lakshmi Sai does not ask that you believe blindly in a God; instead,
she asks that you believe in yourself and that you realize the truth of who you really are—a soul
with a body, not a body with a soul. Desert Wisdom: Ask Spirit, Feel the Emotions, Use the
Intellect, Then Act is an autobiographical account of Vasantha’s spiritual odyssey with Sai
Baba, the universal teacher. Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba has made his advent into this
world with a view to raising humanity as a whole to a higher consciousness, based on the living
faith that all human beings are inherently divine. He does not seek followers, nor does he wish
for people to change their religious faiths. He asks only that we open ourselves to the truth of
who we really are. Now Vasantha Lakshmi Sai shares her journey, her learning and a few
simple but effective techniques to help you listen to your own inner guru, your soul—the God
within.
Sri Sathya Sai Baba (1926-2011) was the second Sai Avatar(incarnation) in the Sai Trinity. Sri
Shirdi Sai Baba (1838-1918) was the first one, and the third one – Sri Prema Sai Baba – is yet
to come in the 21st century to finish the uncompleted divine role of the three Sai incarnations.
The uniqueness of Sri Sathya Sai Baba – the thrilling rainbow of His spiritual teachings,
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countless astounding miracles, multi-faceted global contributions to the welfare of humanity
and universal impact as the harbinger of the Sathya-yug (Age of Truth) – has been duly
acknowledged by billions of people of all races, religions, cultures and nations. This
comprehensive book reveals His divine mystery and contributions to humanity and focuses on
how His divine grace may be achieved by anyone. It is a combined volume of the author’s
three renowned books – Sri Sathya Sai Baba: Experiencing His Mystery and Experiencing His
Love, How to Receive Sri Sathya Sai Baba’s Grace and Worship of Sri Sathya Sai Baba.
Manasa Bhajare Guru Charanam, Dustara Bhavasagara Tharanam. Millions of devotees from
all over the world throng to Puttaparthi for just a darshan of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba,
the living God of our times. In this book, a devotee and her family share the divine memories of
their journey with Him in close proximity, since 1946. This book is written in an engaging style
and vividly brings forth, to the spiritual aspirant, the effulgence of the divine glories, miracles,
and events that the author was blessed with. Thus, the book subtly, but surely reveals the
paths to realise God through the loving teachings given by the Avatar to the author's seeking
questions and dilemmas, which are pertinent and down to Earth. The simplest of them all being
Namasmarana is the sure and easy way to realise God in Kaliyuga.
Through what he terms "bibliographical sociology", Suman Gupta explores the presence of
English-language publications in the contemporary Indian context – their productions,
circulations and readerships – to understand current social trends.
"This is the touching story of a poor Muslim boy, who lost his father when he was two years
old. He and his mother were in the clutches of poverty. This affected his upbringing. The
neighbours sent him to school mainly to protect their children. In order to pay the school fees,
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he had to work till midnight in a nearby cinema theatre and this led him into bad ways.
However, because of his extraordinary memory, he could secure first rank till the tenth
standard. His proficiency in Sanskrit helped him get the much needed financial scholarship and
eventually, he became an honours graduate, completed the L.L.B. and L.L.M. examinations
with merit, and became a professor. His thirst to become virtuous and his quest for a Guru
brought him to Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba. He had the coveted Padanamaskar and
Bhagawan’s one deep look into his eyes transformed him miraculously. By providence,
someone suggested to him to apply for the post of a visiting professor, in Baba’s college at
Puttaparthi and he applied. His application, one among many thousands, was hand picked by
Bhagawan Himself and thus, he got the appointment. There are many more incredible, but true
incidents in the life of the author, besides a long interview with Bhagawan Baba in 1990,
appearing in Chapter 8 of this book. Social and religious background is no barrier for a true
devotee to earn Bhagawan’s grace."
Prof. N. Kasturi, who had the extreme fortune of being close to Bhagawan Baba, has brought
out in this volume the life story of the Divine Avatar from His birth in 1926 to 1961. For those,
who are unaware of Baba’s might, this book will reveal His mahimas and leelas.

Personal experiences of the author, devotee of Sathya Sai Baba, b. 1926, Hindu
spiritual leader.
This unique and thrilling book is a compilation of almost all available materials
published in the press during 1972-95 on various events and matters connected with
Sri Sathya Sai Baba, the greatest of the spiritual Masters of the contemporary world.
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These press reports had created many controversies about this renowned Godman.
The compiler has presented convincing replies to those controversies and made a
thorough critical assessment of all the press reports on Baba.
Even Though The Writer Addresses Sai Baba, This Book Is Intended For Anyone In
Search Of God. She Poses Questions And Answers We All Ask When We Set Out On
The Spiritual Path. Actually She Addresses The Atma - Another Name For The Higher
Self - That Resides In All Of Us. This Higher Self Can Manifest Itself On Earth In
Human Form And As Such Has Been Given Different Names In The Various Cultures
And Religions, Names As Rama, Krishna, Jesus, And Buddha And So On. However,
We Always Deal With The Same Principle, Namely God Who Can Manifest In Different
Forms But Who Ultimately Transcends Any Form And Is Worshipped As The Formless
Principle Residing In All Of Us And Animating Everything From Within. If You Replace
The Name Of Sai Baba For One That Represents Your Chosen Deity, You May Benefit
Greatly By These Lessons Which Teach Us How, By Living Righteously And In
Accordance With God S Will, We Can Be Happy In The Present, Critical Age. For Many
Years Geesje Lunshof (Poet, Teacher, Writer) Wandered Through The World On A
Spiritual Quest. Finally, In The Late Seventies, She Returned To Her Native Country,
The Netherlands, Where Se Settled Down As An English Teacher. In 1980 She Heard
Of Sai Baba For The First Time. Soon It Became Clear To Her The He Represented
The End Of Her Search. In 1991, After Her Second Trip To Sai Baba In India, Sai Baba
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Started Answering Her Many Questions In An Inner Dialoque. This Took Place Through
The Process Of Written Questions And Answers. As Many Of These Questions And
Certainly All The Answers Are Of General Interest, It Gradually Became Clear To Her
That She Must Not Keep The Dialogue To Herself, But Should Share It With Others.
This book is a devotee s reverent account of the life and mission of Sri Sathya Sai
Baba. It chronicles the transformation of the parched hamlet of Puttaparthi into a model
of community development, complete with its educational institutions, state-of-the
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